
Haiku 
 
Probably the main poetic element involved in the haiku form is the image. A rough and ready 
definition for the image that I often use in class is something like, “Imagery is any language that 
appeals to the senses.” Here is a slightly more technical definition, and one perhaps useful to a 
reading of Bashô from The Princeton Handbook of Poetic Terms: “Imagery refers to images 
produced in the mind by language, whose words and statements may refer either to experiences 
which could produce physical perceptions were the reader actually to have those experiences, or 
to the sense-impressions themselves.”  This might be helpful to students because it is surely the 
case that the haiku poets are attempting to give the reader a kind of recreated, immediate and 
intensified experience. 
 
Here is one way that you might use the poetic technique of the image in a discussion, focusing 
on the first haiku in The Narrow Road. Images always work by bringing to the context of the 
poem certain ideas. These ideas, or associations, are of two kinds. First, there are ideas that are 
naturally suggested by the image. Second, there are associations that the poet specifically 
structures into the image. For this first haiku, I might start by putting the word “door” on the 
black board and getting one or two responses about what the image suggests, ideas such as 
secrecy, being locked out or in, being safe, the idea of home, etc. Then read the poem out loud. 
 
Behind this door 
Now buried in deep grass, 
A different generation will celebrate 
The Festival of Dolls. 
 
Now, as a way to get the discussion moving, consider two questions. 1) Which of these ideas 
already listed does the poet obviously want us to consider? 2) What other ideas does he 
obviously want the image to put into our minds? 
 
For the first question, it seems to me that the idea of home and being locked out are productive. 
The speaker of the poem seems to be standing outside his house, looking at his door, considering 
a time when he will be absent (traveling or perhaps dead?) and others will be in the private, 
personal space of his home celebrating. The poem is set in the spring time. The notes tell us that 
the Festival of Dolls is also called the Festival of Peach Blossoms, which takes place on March 
3rd. The images of spring, combined with the sense of loss conveyed in the speaker’s thoughts, 
creates a wonderful emotional tension in the poem. The image of the grass conveys the idea as 
well. On the one hand, it is an image of vitality and spring-time rejuvenation. On the other hand, 
it has “buried” the door, suggesting the door is no longer accessible. 
 
As far as other ideas that might touch on the context here, it seems that the poet clearly must 
intend the idea of a kind of threshold in experience. He is leaving behind one stage of life 
experience to move onto another. Spring suggests cycle, as so the different generations 
celebrating in the house. If I were teaching this book, I would certainly tie the poems into the 
prose by means of some guiding question. Here I might ask something like, “What is the central 
emotion of the poem? Is it one of sorrow for the passing of things or excitement at the new 
things which lie ahead?” Then I would look at the other images in the prose that follows: the 



darkness in the sky, the moon still visible through gradually thinning away, the shadow of Mount 
Fuji, the cherry blossoms. From here I’d try to discuss the significance of the mixture of the 
permanent (sky, mountain) with the ephemeral (moon thinning away, shadow, cherry blossoms), 
etc.  
 
Imagery is usually categorized in groups of mental imagery which relate to different sense 
perceptions: visual imagery (sight); auditory images (hearing); olfactory images (smell); 
gustatory images (taste); tactile (touch); organic (awareness of heartbeat, breathing, digestion); 
kinesthetic (awareness of muscle tension and movement). This may be useful or not. I go on the 
assumption that it is usually good for students to have terms because the terms enable them to 
locate, identify and then discuss elements of poetry. 
 
If you feel that you need help with poetry, I think that the above discussion would be most 
helpful to you if you were to abstract a format from it in order to help you help the students 
approach the poems. Such approach might have the following steps: 1) Choose one image from a 
poem and discuss its implications. 2) Read the poem out loud. 3) Discuss the implications of the 
image in the context of the poem. 4) Discuss other implications of the image that the poem might 
want us to consider. 5) Relate the poem to the surrounding prose text. What other images emerge 
from the prose as relating to the experience that the poem is describing? Where the speaker on 
his is journey and is this significant? 
 
Some other quick tips that might help discussing poems: 1) Always read the poem out loud. 2) If 
there is any chance that it could be misunderstood or not immediately apprehended, say as much 
as you can about the literal surface of the poem—where is the speaker, what is he doing, what 
happens, what is the setting? Etc. 3) If there is any doubt or contention about the meaning of a 
word or line, try your best to settle it by looking at the context of the poem—in other words, try 
to let the poem settle its own matters of interpretation. 
 
Good luck. And may the nine muses attend you. 


